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Drama and beauty abound on the plains of our continent, and the

raw emotion of the untamed African wilderness is captured in this

gallery by Kym and Tonya Illman.

    This small selection of images from their book, Africa on Safari,
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proves that there is no greater theatre than nature itself.

   The images are the result of thousands of hours spent on safari

across Africa, concealed in photographic hides or in chartered

helicopters. Using cameras buried at the edges of waterholes,

mounted aerial drones, and remote control buggies, these two

Australian photographers capture a range of events from the

brutality of the food chain to playful shots of uninhibited wildlife.

And the best part is that each image is accompanied by the

fascinating tale, recounted by Kym himself, of how it came into

being.

   

Find out more about Kym and Tonya Illman on the last page of

this gallery.
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Kym and Tonya Illman

ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHERS

Kym is a passionate and innovative photographer who developed

his love for wildlife photography a few years ago.

   His wife Tonya, co-contributor to Africa on Safari, spent the best
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part of two decades trying to get Kym to join her on a safari and, in

2013, she decided to simply book the flights and tell Kym that he

had to organise everything once on the ground. Kym was hooked

from that first game drive, and the pair have since spent over 24

weeks away from their Perth-based audio production business

photographing for Africa on Safari.

   

If you like what you have seen in this gallery, you can purchase the

book on Amazon or directly from Kym's website.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Africa-Safari-Tonya-Illman/dp/1906506566
https://www.kymillman.com/product-category/photography/book/
http://www.johnpearsesafaris.com/chad-znp.html
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Lions sleeping in a tree in Tanzania

It’s rare to see a lion in a tree, so spotting nine relaxing in the

midday sun near the Seronera Research Centre in Tanzania's

Serengeti National Park was quite a thrill.

    We’d spent the best part of six hours prior to taking this photo
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seeing very little game, but we raced for our cameras when we

rounded a bend to be greeted by this view.

   Shortly before we happened upon them, they’d devoured a kill

nearby and had chosen to ascend the tree to escape the flies and

catch a bit of breeze. We stayed with them for a couple of hours

trying different camera angles, and watched them as they

eventually descended one by one, with some of the cubs acting

rather clumsily and landing heavily. They then moved en masse

across the road between half a dozen vehicles, and scaled some

rocks where they rested out of sight, which was finally our cue to

leave.
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Scavengers in Tanzania

Early one morning we found this dead hippo about half a

kilometre from the main hippo pool at Katavi National Park in

Tanzania, and we decided to photograph the hyena and several

vultures feasting on it.
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    The stench from the dead hippo was overwhelming, and

normally we would have parked upwind. But unfortunately, the

position of the sun meant that we needed to stay downwind from

the scene, which was none too pleasant.

    It is always interesting to watch a hyena eat, as it diligently scans

the surroundings between each mouthful on the lookout for other

predators. This hyena is doing just that and, if you look closely,

you’ll see a number of scars on its body from previous scuffles.

http://www.johnpearsesafaris.com/chad-znp.html
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Hyenas stare at a remote controlled camera

This was the largest number of hyenas to approach our remote

controlled camera buggy. When they spotted it, they came from all

around, first attracted by the noise and then the motion.

   As they cautiously approached it, their heads bobbed up and

Africa on Safari
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down in an animated fashion, curiously inspecting it from all

angles. However, when they got too close, we’d drive it back

towards our safari vehicle, for fear that they might take a bite at

the tyres.

   As we have witnessed with lions, the hyenas would sniff the

tracks that the buggy left to try to gather information on what type

of creature that they were dealing with. This was the best photo

from around 200 images that were taken using a wide 16mm lens,

but even in this case there are hyenas to both the left and right

hand side of the field of view.
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Hippos underwater in Botswana

I’d had in mind an aerial shot of hippos underwater for a long time

prior to snapping this pair in Botswana’s Okavango Delta. The

trouble is that the shot requires three main components - hippos,

crystal clear water and access to a helicopter.
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   We had once been in luck at Lake Tanganyika in Tanzania, as we

had clear water and hippos, but we were still missing the

helicopter.

   So I decided that there was only one thing for it when we reached

Botswana, and I chartered a Robinson R44 in the delta. On this

particular day we had late afternoon light, and when we came

across this mother and baby on land, they both headed for the

safety of the water as the helicopter approached. This allowed me

to fire off a few shots from 500 feet above them.

   As with any helicopter photography, a fast shutter speed - in this

case 1/2,500th of a second - was vital to overcome the vibration

caused by the aircraft.
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Two flamingos in Tanzania

In April 2015, we were in Tanzania’s Serengeti National Park. We’d

spent 12 hours in the Gol area photographing lions on rocks before

we passed this lake on our way back to our camp.

  We’d just finished driving through a heavy dust storm when
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Tonya suggested we stop to photograph around 20 flamingos in

the lake. By this stage the dust storm was on the other side of the

lake and served to soften the light and the background. Tonya took

a dozen or so shots through the vehicle window, but we didn’t

think too much of them until we returned to camp and viewed

them on a large screen.

   Women in particular often tell us that it’s their favourite photo in

the book.

http://www.photographyshow.com/exhibitors/jacis-lodge
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Impalas drinking in Botswana

You can't really expect to get this sort of a shot from a safari

vehicle. Impalas are skittish at the best of times, but while

drinking they are even more on edge as they know that they are

more vulnerable to predators.
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   The only sure way to take a photograph like this is to use a

photographic hide. And the one that we used in Mashatu Game

Reserve in Botswana is positioned just in front of the waterhole.

We used this hide on a number of days and were amazed at the

variety of animals that came to drink. If we stayed perfectly still

and quiet, we were able to observe them from this unique angle

without them ever realising that we were there.

http://www.johnpearsesafaris.com/chad-znp.html
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Cuddling crocodiles in Tanzania

Due to the shortage of water towards the end of the dry season,

crocodiles are forced to share the same pools as hippos in Katavi

National Park in Tanzania. Although they are horribly

outnumbered, with around 300 hippos to every three crocodiles in
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this particular incidence, the crocodiles are allowed, for the most

part, to lie next to, or sometimes on top of, the hippos.

   This was shot from a bridge above the pool along which many

vehicles drive through the park. The bridge offers a markedly

different viewpoint, and we spent many hours safely watching the

comings and goings of these animals from above.

   Every afternoon at around 4pm, the hippos would emerge from

the pool and head out to graze. This would often be the catalyst for

territorial fights to erupt. While this pool was always fertile ground

for great photography, another larger pool held up to 1,000 hippos

where one could get within a few metres of them on foot without

being in any danger.
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A black rhino in Kenya

Seeing a black rhino anywhere is a rare privilege, and being able to

view it almost on your own is even rarer, especially in busy parks

like Kenya’s Maasai Mara National Reserve where less than a

couple dozen of rhinos reside.
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   The day we spotted this magnificent specimen, it was moving at

speed across the short grass towards some thicker bush where it

would be provided with cover. There were only a few vehicles there

to witness it gracefully breaking into a jog before quietly

disappearing into dense bush, and we were so taken by the action

that it wasn’t until we reviewed our images back at camp that night

that we spotted the oxpecker hitching a lift.

http://africageo.com/4967
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Elephants wrap trunks in Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe’s Musango Camp is situated in the middle of Lake

Kariba, and one of the advantages of staying at this particular

camp is being able to shoot from a barge on the water, which

allows for a range of different shots.
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   One afternoon we anchored about 50 metres away from the

mainland and just waited. As the sun sank lower, the light warmed

and two small herds of elephants emerged from different sections

of the scrub. The lead elephant of each herd made its way towards

the other and when they met, they entwined trunks, much like

humans shake hands.

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
https://www.google.com/chrome/
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/internet-explorer/products/ie/home
http://www.johnpearsesafaris.com/chad-znp.html
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Leopard with its impala kill

This leopard had killed an impala, which was twice its size, right

out in the open. We did not see the kill but when our guide

received a radio call from a colleague, we hightailed it to the scene.

  Over a period of half an hour, the leopard dragged the carcass 60
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metres across rocky terrain. It would drag its prize a metre or two,

then rest to catch its breath and survey the surroundings for other

predators, before starting again.

   Eventually it reached dense bush where it was able to feed with

some cover. As we had plenty of time, I used a variety of lenses to

ensure I got the perfect shot. I settled on this tight shot and,

although it’s a little messy with grass in front of the subjects, I like

the way both animals’ eyes are aligned.

http://www.porini.com/special-offers.html?sub=rhino-and-migration-safari
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A gorilla and her baby in Rwanda

Our two walks with gorillas in Rwanda were rewarding from both

a personal and photographic perspective. The long hike through

dense forest is certainly hard work, but the moment you see a

family of gorillas, the effort is instantly forgotten.
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   Despite there being a limit on how close you can get to gorillas,

there is no limit to how close they can get to you. It's not

uncommon for them to calmly brush past you as they move about

the rainforest or stop a metre away from you to feed.

    If they charge at you, you are advised by the guides to remain

still and not retreat. This sounds like a sensible strategy in theory,

but the first time it happens to you, your natural instincts will

almost certainly take over.

http://www.photographyshow.com/exhibitors/jacis-lodge
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Giraffe spitting in Tanzania

On our 11th safari in just over two years, we found this giraffe

drinking in Katavi National Park in Tanzania. We’d only ever seen

a giraffe drink a few times over the course of the previous couple

of years, and we had never noticed this peculiar pattern that they

Africa on Safari
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make.

   Each time the giraffe came up from drinking, it would do a

double flick of its head. And on the second flick, the water would

create a neat 'S' pattern every time.

    Tonya set her camera to manual focus and locked in the shot. As

the giraffe started to raise its head, she held the shutter down,

shooting multiple frames at high speed. It drank at least half a

dozen times, which provided us with a bevy of shots to choose

from - this being the best of the bunch.

http://www.photographyshow.com/exhibitors/jacis-lodge
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It looks like everyone loves Etosha National Park in this week's

gallery of entries to the 2016 Africa Geographic Photographer of

the Year competition, brought to you by Canon and Cape Union

Mart. And it's understandable why! With its great wildlife

sightings, fantastic light, and open spaces - it's a photographer's

dream.

    With a range of photographic opportunities across the continent,

it's wonderful to see this Namibian park leave its mark! But that's

not to overlook all the many other fabulous places and people of

Africa, which deserve equal credit, and which are also explored in

this selection of images.

Week 13: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016
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Just click on the 'Next' button above each photo to see Africa at its

finest.

   

And if you've got the passion and the determination to take that

perfect picture, click here to enter the competition and stand the

chance to be rewarded for your photographic endeavours.

http://africageographic.com/photographer-of-the-year/entry-details/
http://africageo.com/4981


An elephant portrait in Tarangire National Park, Tanzania ©William Walldén
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A jackal catches doves in Etosha National Park, Namibia ©Johan J. Botha
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An unusual view of a black rhino through an elephant's legs ©Johan J. Botha
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An elephant matriarch with her family in Etosha National Park, Namibia ©Björn Persson
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Staring into the eyes of a mantis shrimp in Diani, Kenya ©Rafi Amar
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A beautiful sunset in the Okavango Delta, Botswana ©Daniel Kempf-Seifried
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Dawn at Deadvlei, Namibia ©Trevor Cole
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A hornbill and a hare in the Serengeti National Park, Tanzania ©William Walldén
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An elephant's eye in the Eastern Cape, South Africa ©Justin Pringle
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A beautiful view in the northern Drakensberg, South Africa ©Sean Konig
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A cheetah sizes up a giraffe in Etosha National Park, Namibia ©Brina Bunt
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A young boy at work in a market place in Ethiopia ©Trevor Cole
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